AATN Meeting, Program Updates for Hilo

February 26, 2018

Personnel:

Jodilyn Kunimoto, Interim Director
Kurt dela Cruz, Senior Advisor
Comfort Sumida, Senior Advisor
Holly Garriques, Academic Advisor
Melanie Marciel, Interim Academic Advisor (Casual)
Keian Shon, Interim Academic Advisor (Casual)
Jon Sakurai-Hirota, Interim Career Advisor (Casual)

Current Posting for Academic Advisor position, closing date: Feb. 26, 2018

Active Search for an Athletic Advisor position, (Interview phase)

Mandatory Advising for all Freshman, begins March 1 – 29, 2018

Campus Wide Career Fair Coordination: Wednesday, March 14, 2018

Looking to purchase FOCUS II (Career) as a Career Advising Tool for the unit

GE Updates

UH Hilo New GE:

- Adopting the Foundations (FQ, FW, FG Categories) and Diversification (DA/DH/DL, DS, DP/DB and DY) in Fall 2018 for all new incoming freshmen.

- Current GE will remain in place for current students completing their studies and will sunset in 2022.